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In attempts by the state to regulate familial relation
ships, the rights of parents, children and frequently third 
parties are necessarily interrelated. This interdependence is 
particularly pronounced when problems concerning the physical or 
legal custody of a child arise. 

4t The united States Supreme Court has, in recent years, 

• 

decided cases challenging some aspect of child custody or "substi
tute parenting activities" of the state. l But the court has yet to 
formulate norms about the permissible nature and scope of such 
substitute parenting, or about how custody decisions are to be 
made, or about criteria to control those decisions. 

Yet it is widely acknowledged that in many cases the present 
system of state intervention, instead of working as envisioned, 
actually harms parents and/or children. 2 State intervention is 
usually criticized for one of three reasons: 1) Children are 
removed from their homes when they might remain in them if adequate 

4t efforts were made to protect and maintain them there. 3 2) Children 
remain in foster care for long periods of time and are subject to 
multiple placements. 3) Children who cannot be returned to their 
parents are not placed in new permanent homes. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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HOW THE EXISTING SYSTEM NORKS 

All states have statutes authorizing court intervention 
into families, generally where children are alleged to be 
neglected. 4 These statutes usually focus on Earental behavior 
rather than on measurable5 harm to the child. Proceedings are 
instituted by a complaint from some interested party7 to anyone 
of a number of social agencies--the police, the probation depart
ment, the welfare department--that a child is not being cared for 
properly. The complaint is investigated, generally by a social 
worker attached to the welfare or human services department. The 
investigating agency can drop the matter, convince the accused 
parents to voluntarily accept social services (including foster 
Gare placement for their children}8 or file a neglect petition 
in a juvenile court. 

If the agency petitions, the child is often placed in a 
foster home pending adjudication of the petition. 9 Such temporary . . 
placement can last for years; few states place a statutory limit on 
it. IO 

Neglect hearings are usually informal.
ll 

Typically, none 
of the parties is represented by counsel12 and if anyone is 
represented, it is the state. 13 And generally, the hearing focuses 
on what placement should be arranged, rather than on whether any
thing should be done. 14 
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If a child is found to be neglected,15 a court can either 
order the child placed (or contimled) in foster care, or leave 
the child with his parents and mandate that the parents accept 
remediative social services. Guidelines for such dispositional 
decisions are usually vague, if they exist at all. 16 And if the 
court decides to remove the child from his parents' home, the 
actual foster care placement decision is made not by the court, 
but by a social agency to which the court remands the child for 
"appropriate placement."l7 Some social agencies resist court 
review of their placement decisions once a child is remanded to 
them. 18 And most states do not specifically provide how long such 
placements should continue. 19 Only two states, New York and South 
Carolina,20 provide for regular review of children in foster care 
with the purpose of either returning them to their parents or 
terminating their parents' custody so that another permanent home 
can be found for them. 2l 

Available data indicate that about 50% of neglect pro
~eedings result in removal of the child frcm his natural parents' 
home. 22 And unless parental rights to custody are terminated 
permanently,23 such removal is ostensibly temporary. 

It has been pointed out that foster care, although intended 
to be temporary, °is often permanent; 24 that many children are 
likely to experience multiple separations and placements;25 and 
that, for most children, there is an unplanned and unpredictable 
quality about the way the foster care system treats them. 26 

Also, although there is virtually universal agreement that 
all children need continuity in relationships with parents (b~olog
ical or psychological); need to feel wanted and accepted, and need 
to have some sense that there is a dependable, regUlar quality to 
the world,27 it is acknowledged that children in foster care usually 
spend long periods in a state of impermanence, uncertain about their 
future, and are often exposed to multiple separations. 28 There is 
a marked clinical consensus about the negative impact of growing 
up, as foster children do, in a state of "permanent impermanence.,,29 

'It should be noted here, however, that the evidence is not 
all one-sided. Several studies have found that some children have 
significantly improved physical health, behavior control, school 0 

performance and peer relationships following multiple foster home 
placement. 30 

It is usually believed that many of the problems presented 
by the foster care system stem from inadequate funding of social 
service programs3l and yet, at least one commentator has suggested 
that additional funds alone will not solve the problem--that 
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"fundamental rethinking of the assumptions of the entire inter-
vention system is necessary. "32 _. 

GUIDING PRINCIPLES 

This paper focuses on coercive state intervention. The 
need for more services, available on a voluntary basis, is not 
disputed. 33 

The search for principles to guide coercive state inter
vention involves two levels of analysis. First, should the legal 
structure presume that child rearing should generally be left to 
individual families or should it presume that the state has 
primary responsibility for rearing children and that parents are 
merely trustees who hold children only as long as they accomplish 
goals established by the state? Second, whichever presumption is 
made, what kinds of behavior justify state intervention? Inter
vention has traditionally been justified on one of two grounds: 
1) to protect children from abusive or neglecting behavior; 
2) to assure that children are exposed only to "healthy" ideas 
or environments--Le., to ensure that they develop in a "normal" 
atmosphere. 

A. State Control vs. Parental Autonomy 

The interest of persons in establishing and maintaining a 
coherent, private family unit, free from intrusion by the state, is 
indisputably fundamental. 34 In decisions stretching over 50 ye.ars, 
the U.S. Supreme Court has recognized this interest as basic. In 
1923 the court held that " •.• without doubt the liberty thus 
guarclnteed (by the due process clause of the 14th Amendment) 
denotes •.• the right of the individual •.. to marry, establish 
a home and bring up ch-ildren."35 In 1944 the court reasserted: 
"It is cardinal with us that the custody, care and nurture of the 
child resides first in the parents. . • . And it is in the recog
nition of this that (our previous) decisions have respected the 

• private realm of family life which the state cannot enter."36 -Most 
recently, in 1974, the court again restated the principle of family 
sanctity, citing Meyer, Prince, and a long line of similar deci
sions: "This court has long recognized that freedom of personal 
choice in matters of marriage and family is one of the liberties 
protected by the due process clause of the 14th Amendment. ,,37 

• 

• 

• 

But increasingly, this presumption of parental autonomy has 
been questioned. Some educators and child development experts have 
argued that parents should not have control of their children all 
of the time and have advocated mandatory day care, Head Start or 
other early educational programs for children. 38 Other COIT®entators 
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argue that our legal system should ensure "that parents provide their • J 

children with an environment in which they can achieve maximum 
developmental potential. 39 It is questionable that the state's 
interest in providing such a vaguely described, albeit attractive, 
environment for children constitutes a sufficiently compelling and 
clearly defined state interest to justify coercive interference 
with the exercise of a fundamental right. And even if it were ~ 
found to constitute such an interest, the fOl:mulation df standards 
about what conduct justifies state intervention Lmder such a 
"trustee" system would be impossible. This is true because such 
standards would require agreement about what kind of adult we want _II 
to produce, what values parents should teach their children, and 
what childhood experiences produce specific adult behavior. Such 
standards, in short, won"!.d ignore cultural diversity, individual 
moral preference and the sorry state of knowledge about what makes 
children grow up to be happy, healthy, independent adults. 40 

We are left, therefore, with the traditional model of family 
autonomy. 

It is briefly noted here that there are additional reasons 
for making the family the presumptive locus of decision-making 
authority, particularly if there is no social consensusai:.out what 
is best for children or about what values they should be taught. 
First, family members are more likely to have direct knowledge 
about a particular child. Second, familial autonomy is consistent 
with the present distribution of authority and responsibility for 
children. It is for only a comparatively small percentage of 
children that judicial intervention is required. And lastly, 
children are more or less the recipients of the demands and 
teachings of their culture, and their development can be viewed as 
the emergence of a particular set of adaptive skills geared to 
particular social and environmental circumstances. 41 There is 
consensus that such circumstances, at least for young children, 
are best when consistent, from the physical environment and type 
of community they live in, to the way their daily life is organized. 

B. Guiding Principles Under Autonomy System 

As a basis for state intervention under an "autonomy 
system," the following premises are suggested: 

1) Cases of familial dysfunction usually present for 
resolution issues that are peculiarly ill fitted for, and unbene
fited by, legal analysis and judicial fact finding. The law is 
simply inept as a corrective of family dysfunction. Legal com
pulsion cannot restore or provide parent-child understanding and 
tolerance, nor can it build up mechanisms for conflict resolution 
within any given family.42 
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2) Many, if not virtually all, statutes conferring on 
courts the jurisdiction to intervene in cases of family dysfunction 
are arguably void for v~gueness; language conferring such juris
diction often falls short of such specificity as would allow the 
actor to determine what conduct fell within the prohibitions of 
the statute, so that he or she could gauge behavior accordingly. 
Given the typical overbreadth of these statutes, every family in 
the country could be made out to be the proper subject of court 
jurisdiction, if there were a sufficiently detailed chronicle of 
their behavior. 

3) Allowing formal intervention in many cases of familial 
dysfunction isolates parents and children from each other, under
mines familial autonomy and authority, and hinders development of 
mechanisms within the family to establish controls and resolve 
disputes. It tP1.1S impedes the child's maturation into an adult 
who possesses effective ways of handling problems of interpersonal 
relationships. Moreover, it enconrages parents to abdicate their 
functions and roles to the court: court appearance bespeaks 
parental failure, and having been thus marked as failures, parents 
may be all too willing to give over children to a system that is 
all too willing to take them. It see~$ probable that many , 
families are deflected from trying to work matters out in their 
own way simply because the court is there. 

4) Similarly, the existence of court jurisdiction over 
cases of familial dysfunction weakens the responsibility of com
munity agencies and dulls their ability to respond to problems 
tLat are essentially theirs. 

4D 5) The handling of cases of familial dysfunction requires 

• 

• 

(I 

• 

a diversion of effort, time and resources that is vastly dispro
portionate to any good achieved. If such jurisdiction were limited 
to the most serious cases, resources and personnel could better 
attend and serve those cases involving conduct that more seriously 
endangers children and the community. 

6) Available research indicates that no generalizations 
can be articulated about whether families are helped by anyone 
particular complex of services. And it has also become apparent 
that the ideal of treatment is not without its own dangers; it 
legitimates more s'tate intervention with fewer legal constraints. 

The conventional viewpoint about rehabilitating families 
consists of three main assumptions: 

The disposition should rehabilitate. The family should 
receive the correctional treatment best suited to inculcate 
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law-abiding habits. Rehabilitation should influem~e the choice • 
of disposition, as well as the manner in which it is carried out. 

Predictive restraint is a second theme. The disposi
tion, supposedly, should be based on a forecast of the family's-
generally the parents'--likelihood of returning to the same pattern 
or conduct that initially brought them to the court's attention. 4t 

Individualized decision making is the third assumption. 
The disposition is to be tailored to the family's need for treat
ment and the risk ~~e parents pose to the child. To allow decisions 
to be individualized, sentencing courts and correctional officials 
are to be given wide discretionary powers of disposition, with as 4t 
few legal constraints as possible. 

During the first half of this century, these idea3 had 
almost unchallenged ascendance. Although less fashionable notions 
(such as deterrence and retribution) did retain a measure of influ-
ence on the practical decisions of legislatures and judges, the .. 
dominant trio of assumptions was thought to represent the enlightened 
Viewpoint. Although skepticism about these notions has been growing 
in the last two decades, the conventional asslUnptions retain con
siderable influence. A wide variety of rehabilitative programs 
have now been studied. A few successes have been reported, but 
the overall results are disappointing. 43 It would be an exaggera- • 
tion to say that no treatment methods work, for some positive 
results have been reported. 44 But it is uncertain to what extent 
even the successes would survive replication. Until the success 
of a particular type of state intervention has been established, 
intrusion should be limited. Obviously, this is not an excuse 
to ignore the responsibility to continue attempts to develop I 4D 
successful programs; and since no one approach can be seen as a 
complete solution, a comprehensive range of services must be 
developed and monitored. 

7) The state is obligated to observe strict parsimony in 
intervening in families, i. e.,J the state has the burden of estab- • 
lishing why any given intrusion, and not a lesser one l is necessary. 

8) The basis for intervention in families should focus on 
the child, not on parental behavior. Basically, it should be 
limited to instances where a child has "suffered serious physical 
harm, sexual abuse or serious and narrowly defined emotional 
damage,,,45 or where there is a substantial likelihood that the 
child will imminently suffer such damage. 

In fact, this concept is not new, it merely focuses emph~sis 
where it has been all along. Neglect statutes are concerned with 
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• parental behavior not as behavior per se, but only as it adversely 
affects a child. 46 Rather than focusing on the behavior itself, 
then, one ought to focus on the effects on the child, because every 
chjld embodies a unique combination of physical, psychological, 
soc al and emotional components. ~o child has the same weaknesses 
or strengths as another; no child is affected exactly the same way 

• by parental behavior. But this is not to say that there aren't 
some behaviors that all would agree are harmful for all children. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

H1PLICATIONS OF THESE PRINCIPLES 

On the basis of these principles, some framework within 
which to consider state intervention into families can be 
articulated. It is suggested that such intervention should be: 

consistent with this society's conception of justice-
i.e., there should be a consensus that certain experiences cause 
all children to stop developing or to regress in their development 
physically, mentally or emotionally, and that such experiences 
are undesirable for all children; 

universal--i.e., intervention will be invoked and exer
cised similarly in all cases where children of like age, experience, 
maturity, social history and economic ability have had an experience 
deemed by social consensus to be undesirable (except that interven
tion will be tailored, to the extent possible, to an individual 
child's age and social, ethnic, and economic experience); 

minirnal--i.e., the intervention cannot exceed that 
necessary to satisfy the state's interest in intervening (that 
is, familial autonomy will be deferred to unless the state can 
demonstrate that unless that autonomy is interfered with, substan
tial and immediate harm to the child will occur). 

Available literature indicates a basic lack of consensus 
about what constitutes dysfunction in a family and about when state 
intervention into dysfunctional families is justified. 47 This dis
agreement is probably based in part on disagreement about what 
conditions are necessary for the growth of children into mature 
adults physically, mentally and emotionally. But even if such 
conditions were identified, it is unlikely that they would be 
recognized as legal rights. 48 For example, children have no legal 
right to medical care or to a nutritionally adequate diet, although 
we know that these things make a difference not only in the inci
dence of disease and death among children49 but also in the quality 
of life children lead. 50 
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It has been suggested that a legal theory about children's • 
rights would at least define those things recognized as minimally 
necessary for development. 51 Such necessities have been defined 
to include everything from prenatal care52 to the right to an educa
tion "responsive to a child's needs." 53 But it is only necessary to 
ask the question "v..7hat are children's rights" in this context to 
begin to realize that the question has no "answer." A child's • 
right to adequate nutrition, to cite only one example, may vary 
with his age and physical condition. And the same question asked 
about a different child, of a different age, with a different 
medical history, calls for another answer. 

Development of a legal theory for children'S rights, then, • 
will not solve the complex problems presented by dysfunctional 
families, nor will it articulate a universal standard for state 
intervention into such families. On that, at least, there seems 
to be agreement. The understanding and development of programs to 
deal effectively with familial dysfunction are beyond the competence 
of anyone of the related disciplines--law, medicine, . social work, ~ 

psychiatry, psychology and others--and beyond the capability of any 
single community resource--police, welfare department, courts, 
hospitals, children's service agencies, etc.--that deals l;Jith such 
cases. Effective programs require interdispiplinary efforts and 
coordination of.resources. 

A POSSIBLE, LIMITED ROLE FOR THE LAW 

As has been pointed out, intervention into dysfunctional 
families is now exercised on the basis of broad standards that 
require highly individualized determinations. More precise 

• 

standards would mitigate some obvious disadvantages of the applica- • 
tion of indeterminate standards--such as Ita child being in danger 
of being brought up to lead an idle, dissolute or immoral life,,54 
--in cases of familial dysfunction. 55 These disadvantages are: 

An indeterminate standard makes the outcome of particular I 
cases difficult to predict. This may encourage more litigation • 
than would a standard that made the outcome of cases predictable. 

A broad standard for intervention that gives great 
discretion to a judge may encourage social workers, probation 
officers, policemen and other state officials to seek intervention 
in more cases than would a narrower standard. • 

Indeterminate standards pose a great risk of violating 
the precept mentioned earlier that like cases should be decided 
similarlv. 56 .. 
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A. A Hare Determinate Standard for Intervention 

It is suggested that, coupled with procedural adjustments, 
the following determinate standard for interventio'lj would confront 
these fundamental problems presented by an indeterminate system: 

A sta'be may remove a child from parental custody without 
parental consent only if the s'tate first' demonstrates: 1) that the 
child has suffered serious physical harm, sexual abuse or serious 
and narrowly defined emotional damage;57 or that there is a sub
stantial likelihood that the child will imminently suffer such 

• damage if not removed; 2) that the state has tried and failed to 
protect the child's physical and emotional health in his own home 
by the provision of appropriate supportive services, or that the 
case is so extreme that a child's physical and emotional health 
cannot be protected without removing him from his parents' custody; 
and 3) that a foster care placement exists for the child. 58 

• Obviously this standard, although more narrowly defined than 
most existing standards, is still not without problems. Terms such 
as "appropriate," "serious," "imminentlYf" and "substantial" are not 
self-defining. There is still enormous room for judicial discretion. 
However, this standard may possibly tease out heretofore unexpressed 

• and therefore unquestioned prejudices that underlie certain decisions 
to intervene. 

Another problem presented by this standard is how far the 
state must go in demonstrating that a child's physical and emotionaJ 
health cannot be protected in his own home even with supportive 

• services. One commentator has asked if the state is obligated to 
provide a full-time maid or housekeeper if it can be demonstrated 
that such help would Il\aintain a family intact. 59 Possibly. The 
economic implications of this s't~")ndard may well be enormous. 
However, so are the costs of foster care--several thousands of 
dollars per year per child. 60 ll.t a minimum, this standard expresses 

• a preference for expenditure of equivalent resources to protect 
and maintain children in their own homes before removal is 
sanctioned. 

• 

• 

• 

B. Procedural Safeguards 

The due process clause in the 14th Amendment applies to 
certain "deprivations," which it defines as those of "life, liberty 
or property." An infringement of a temporary or limited nature is 
not any less a "deprivation,"6l within the amendment's language, 
than is execution or imprisonment. Per~ons deprived of liberty 
or the companionshi~ of their family have no chance to regain what 
is taken from them, 2 nor could there be any just compensation 
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made to them if it develops later than such deprivation was mis
taken. 63 

The sole fact that the person invoking the 14th Amendment 
1s a child cannot dilute the due process to which he is entitled. 

• 

A child is no more immune to deprivation of liberty than an adult. • 
Indeed, he is more vulnerable. To protect what is his, a child has 
a right to be heard. The notion that a child has less right to be 
heard than an adult has been specifically rejected by the Supreme 
Court. 64 And a child is surely competent to be heard when he 
speaks abOl'.t his own conduct, his family's conduct or facts that 
will detenline whether he is placed away from his family. • 

Since rights of a fundamental nature aye at stake, and since 
there could be no equitable recompense in case of error, the state 
should never involuntarily intervene jn dysfunctional families 
without the families' having access to independent counsel, without 
notice and an opportunity to be heard in recorded proceedings, to • 
confront and examine those who allege dysfunction, to have those 
who petition bear the burden of proof beyond a reasonable doubt, 
to have the fact of dysfunction determined by a jury, to have the 
judicial decision detailed and reduced to writing, and to have 
adequate appellate review. 

Of course, we are not talking here about emergency cases in 
which a child is removed from a situation where he is physically 
in danger. But even in such cases, the removal should be only for a 
restricted period, after which, if the removal is to continue, the 
standard articulated in the preceding paragraph should apply. 

To some extent r.his has been recognized by the Supreme Court. 
Recent decisions of that court require that juvenile courts recog
nize certain constitutional rights of children alleged to be 
delinquent in the adjudicatory phase of a juvenile hearing, to 
assure due process of law. The procedural rights include written 

• 

• 

notice of the charges before the hearing, the right to counsel, the. 
privilege against self-incrimination, the right to confront and 
cross-examine wi~nesses, and proof of delinquency beyond a reason-
able doubt if the child is charged with an act that would constitute 
a crime if committed by an adult.65 Although there is no right to 
jury trial for juveniles accused of delinquent behavior,66 t~ese 
procedural requirements provide a higher quality of due process and • 
fairness in an adjudication of delinquency that justifies state 
intervention than is required in cases where the state intervenes 
because of other kinds of familial dysfunction. That is not to 
imply that all instances of juvenile delinquency are a result of 
familial dysfunction. But it is to say that juvenile delinquency 
is often symptomatic of familial dysfunction and that procedurally • 
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the legal system addresses chLJ [lren in delinquency cases differen+;.ly 
than it does children in neglect cases. 

Access to Independent Counsel 

The independent representation of a child by counsel in 
all proceedings in which his welfare or disposition is at stake 
has been called "the most significant and practical reform that 
can be made in the area of children and the law.,,67 Since the 
adult's right to counsel as an adjunct to a fair trial is based 
on the incompetence of the layman to protect his interests in a 
judicial proceeding,68 an even stronger argument for the child's 
right to counsel can be made on the basis of a child's inability 
to protect his interests or even make his interests known 'Vlithout 
the aid of counsel. It is unlikely, because of their dependence 
and minority,69 that children will speak effectively on their own 
behalf in the absence of independent cc~nsel acting solely for the 
child. Sometimes the interests of children and their parents 
conflict. In such a clash, a child, because of his basic 
dependence on his family, might be unwillbig or unable to express 
his discontent. The appointment of counsel whose only duty is to 
represent the child seems necessary in light of the special prob
lems children face in exercising their constitutional right to 
be heard. 

It has been asserted that there is a crucia.L difference be
tween child welfare proceedings in which there is no requirement of 
representation by counsel, and criminal or delinquency proceedings 
that recognize a right to counsel, since in the latter cases 
defendants are subject to loss of liberty. But, as is generally 
conceded, a child may be committed to an institution or agency and 
just as effectively deprived of freedom in neglect proceedings. 
And if ~riminal defendants threatened with a loss of personal 
autonomy have a right to counsel, then persons innocent of wrong
doing, who possibly have a diminished capacity to speak effectively 
on their own behalf, have the same right. 

The right to counsel is not satisfied by the mere formality 
of an appointment. 70 A person is entitled to effective representa
tion at every critical stage in the proceedings. 71 vvhen the state 
intervenes in dysfuncti.onal families, it is possible that children 
have the right to independent counsel as soon as they are 
identified as being " at. risk." 

vllien a child is not represented by counsel, his future is 
effectively determined by facts presented by his parents or by 
the state through social workers, probation officers, police 
officers, etc. In the first instance, the danger is that the 
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child's interests will be assumed to be identical to those of his 
parents, which they often are not; and in the seco~d, they may be 
assumed to be similar to those of the state, an equally unacceptable 
presumption. 72 

The rationale for providing court-appointed counsel to 
indigent parents involved in child welfare proceedings parallels 
tllat of court-appointed counsel for a child. However, there are 
significant differences that suggest an even stronger case for 
court-appointed counsel for parents. The most apparent difference 
is that, when child welfare proceedings are initiated, the parent 
is placed in an adversative role against the state. He is a 
defendant in danger of losing custody of his child, and in some 
cases of facing criminal charges. The defendant parent is often 
left to his own devices to protect his judicially recognized right 
to rear his children as he sees fit.73 

It appears that a reasonable application to child welfare 
proceedings of the due process clause of the 14th Amendment would 
guarantee an indisrent parent the right to court-appOinted counsel. 
Implicit in any requirement to provide counsel is recognition of a 
significant legal interest that warrants the protection afforded by 
legal representation. 74 This legal interest is the right of 
parents to have and rear children under their personal supervision. 75 
'l'he Supreme Court has said that this parental right is a "liberty" 
of which B. person cannot be deprived without due process of law. 76 

Thus, it should be apparent that the due process requirement of a 
fair hearing cannot be achieved unless court-appointed counsel is 
provided for the indigent parent. 77 Failure to provide counsel in 
child welfare proceedings denies the indigent parent the right to 
participate fully in litigation involving his fundamental rights. 78 

At present the courts of relatively few juris1ictions have 
recogn:tzed the right of indigent parents to court-appointed 
counsel,79 but the trend seems to be in that direction. 80 It is 
hoped that courts or legislatures will modify the procedure of child 
welfare hearings to provide court-appointed counsel for children and 
indigent parents. Such action would go far toward attaining the 
greatest protection of the rights of all parties. 

Trial 

The right8ro a jury trial in criminal cases is basic in 82 
our legal system, and finds expression both in the Constitution 
and in its unquestioned implementation. A fundamental tenet of 
Anglo-American jurisprgd3r'.:::e is that if a person is to be deprived 
of bodi.ly liberty, it .;hall bE! done in open COUlc-t pursuant to a 
verdict rendered by peers. S3 If such is the rule in criminal 
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cases, children threatened with curtailment of personal liberty 
and separation from their families also have the right to be heard 
publicly and to have the decision about their custody made by a 
jury of laymen. 

The right to a trial implies the right to receive such notice 
of the proceedings as will permit preparation of an adequate 
response. 84 The definition of sufficient notice in pleadings 
varies from days "to months. 8S Realistica1ly, in defining adequate 
notice where bodily liberty is involved a balance must be struck 
between the right to a speedy decision and the right to sufficient 
time to prepare an answer. Thirty days seems a reasonable solution 
in view of these conflicting interests. 

Also implicit in the right to be heard is the right to be 
confronted publicly by those who accuse, or allege the need for 
alternative placement. 86 It is their burden, or the state's, to 
prove the allegation. 

Evidence 

The term "burden of proof," in its strict sense, denotes 
the duty of establishing the truth of a stated proposition by such 
weight of the evidence as the law demands in the type of case in 
which the issue arises, whet,her civil or criminal. 87 In a criminal 
prosecution the state has to establish all the essential elements 
of the crime charged88 and must prove the accused's guilt beyond 
a reasonable doubt.89 The burden of proof to be sustained in 
criminal cases is "beyond a reasonable doubt," because it is a 
well established principle of common law, incorporated statutorily 
by many states, that a person accused of a crime is presumed 
innocent until proved guilty.90 This presumption of innocence is 
a presumption of law--a legal inference--based on the fact that the 
great majority of persons are not criminals. 91 

If it cannot be presumed that a majority of the population 
is criminal, neither can it be presumed that a majority of families 
are dysfunctional. If popular dysfunction is not a tolerable 
assumption, the curtailment of a person's liberty or intrusion into 
a person's family on the ground that it is dysfunctional requires 
substantiation of the proposed dysfunction beyond reasonable doubt. 

Decision and Appeal 

All states now provide some appellate process for review of 
criminal convictions. 92 Statistics have demonstrated that a sub
stantial proportion of iower court decisions are reversed by state 
appellate courts. 93 Therefore, to deny adequate'reviews of custody 
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decisions means that many children may be placed in foster care or 
have their liberty curtailed, and families may be disrupted, because 
of unjust decisions that appellate courts would set aside. 

A basic tenet of our legal system is that equal jus'cice will 
be afforded to all and special privilege to none. There can be no 
equal justice where the kind of assistance or review persons get 
depends on the amount of money that have. Hence, the provision of 
counsel for the indigent and the decision of the Supreme Court in 
1956 that destitute defendants must be afforded as adequate 
appellate review as defendants who have money.94 To accomplish 
this, the court ordered that indigent defendants who desired to 
appeal were to receive a transcript of their trial. 95 

If appellate consideration is to be efficient and effective, 
a record of the entire earlier proceeding, including the court's 
decision and reasoning, should be available both to the appellant 
and to the court of review. It seems reasonable to assume that, 
as in criminal cases, there is a substantial margin for unwitting 
error in custody proc~edings. Therefore effective appellate 
review is essential. Of course, at times mistakes may be made 
within a foster-care relationship. Children, or a representative 
of their interests, should have access to review on a continuing 
basis. The traditional view of continuing jurisdiction is that 
once properly acquired in an action, personal jurisdiction is never 96 
lost until a final judgment is entered, disposing of the litigation. 
It may be suggested that the order awarding custody is the final 
judgment in a custody proceeding, and that subsequently a "court 
must again establish jurisdiction to review. But in child custody 
cases,97 if the court that originally appoints the custodian is in 
a position to enforce any modification of its orders--i.e., if the 
ward is physically present within the state--jurisdiction will 
continue to allow monitoring of placement and review of the 
custodian's decisions. 98 

It has been suggested that procedural reform cannot correct 
the fundamental fault--i.e., broad discretion--in the jUdicial 
system of intervention into cases of familial dysfunction. 99 
Briefly, the argument is that providing counsel and other pro
cedural protections to children in such cases will only shift the 
locus of dis.~retion from judges to lawyers because the majority of 
children involved in such cases are young, and lawyers with young 
clients must, like judges, ascertain what is in the clients' best 
interests (according to the lawyers' own values) and then advocate 
that position. 

Ell'\.. .. 3Uch an argument dissolves if procedural reforms are 
coupled with a change in the underlying standard for removal. 
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• Although the attempt here to formulate a definitive legal standard 
is not completely realized, the suggested direction for change is 
clear: judicial (and by implication lawyers') discretion to 
remove children from their homes should be limited and the standards 
for such removal should focus more on the child than is now the 

• case. 

Stability 

The principle objective of the foregoing reforms is to 
establish a legal process that will ensure greater stability for 

• the child. In furtherance of this goal for children who must be 
placed in foster care, there should be a statutory rE.'quirement 
to set the maximum time they remain in care. The mos·t direct way 
of doing this would be to require judicial review, after a fixed 
period, to determine whether the child can return home or should 
be placed in an adoptive home or some other stable, long-term 

• environment. The advantage of a fixed time period--the outlines 
of which child development specialists are better able to define 
than am I--is that judges, lawyers and social workers will be 
compelled, within a specific period, to make permanent plans for a 
child's placement. Routine extensions of foster placement could 
not be the rule. Although fixing a time period is arbitrarYf it 

• is more attractive than giving judges or social workers unlimited 
discretion to continue indefinitely the foster care placement of 
children. 

• 

• 

CONFIDENTIALITY 

Courts have customarily used both reports by social workerslOO 

and evaluations by psychiatrists and psychologistslOI in making 
custody determinations. But recently the existence and disclosure 
of such records and reports have been questioned, and both 
Congres.s l02 and the federal courts have placed limits on the 
assemblage, access and dissemination of personal records and 
other information. 

In placing these limits the courts and Con9~~(;S~ :r".:...;ognized 
that such records do serve a useful public purpose. 'l'hus, the 
courts attempted to balance the individual's right to maintain his 
privacy against the public's need to have certain information. 103 

• Basically, the standard that has emerged is that a record must be 
accurate and complete,104 access to it must be strictly limited to 
parties having an actual interest in the iliformation,105 and 
dissemination must be timely--i.e., records that are "unreasonably 
old" Bhould not be disseminated at all. l06 

• 
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Adherence to this standard is important because usually 
reports must be introduced as evidence in custody hearings. I07 Thus, 
even ;~ a judge, after reading a report, rules that it is inadmis
sible, he may well be influenced by the information it contains in 
making his decision. 

Some courts recently questioned the review of such reports 
by judges when parents who are their subj ect are not a'llowed to 
see them. I08 They have held that only in the "gravest of situa
tions" should parents be refused permission to examine and copy 
records about them. I09 A "grave" situation has been described as 

• 

• 

one where a parent, if he had access to information about who the 4t 
complainant was, for example, might be dangerous to that person. lID 

Similarly, courts have held that parents should be allowed 
to inspect all records relating to an agency's care of a child 
whose custody has been removed from them, III so long as such 
removal is temporary. • 

Other courts have held that all parties directly involved 
in a custody decision should have access to relevant social work, 
psychological or psychiatric reports. 112 Thus, it has been held 
that potential adoptive parents should have access to all reports 
about the physical and mental health and emotional stability of the .. 
biological parents of a child they want to adopt. 113 

Perhaps one of the most crucial issues is whether the child 
himself should have the opportunity to examine records about his 
family. Generally the answer, expressed in cases where adopted 
children attempted to gain access to information about their • 
biological parents, is no. ll4 Conversely, although it is recog- . 
nized that children have a right to privacy, just as do adults,115 
courts have held that a child's right to the protection of his good 
name, reputation, honor and integrity does not extend to court 
records that concern him. 116 The child, in short, has no right to 
prevent access to records about him. The argument is that since '. 
children are being "protected" by the state in custody proceedings, 
their privacy is not invaded if the state con-troIs access to 
information about them. 

In view of the standards for record keeping that have been 
stipulated in statutes and case law to date, and in light of the 
standard and procedural reforms suggested here, the following can 
be stated: 

Record keeping about dysfunctional families should be 
done pursuant to reasonable procedures to assure maximum accuracy 
of information. 
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• 

Information about the nature of the record and about 
the recipients of the record within the last 6 months should be 
disclosed to the subjects of.records, including an attorney 
representing a child, and possibly to older children themselves. 

Persons who are the subjects of records should have 
an opportunity to challenge the completeness and accuracy of any 
item in their files, to record the dispute if it is not resolved, 
and to correct any error.' 

Access to records should be limited to those with a 
court order, with the subject's consent (or possibly the consent 
of all the subjects, if the report, as is generally the case, 
concerns itself with the entire family, not merely one or two 
family members), or to those with a legitimate professional need 
for information that cannot be obtained by any other means. 

Adverse information that is a specified number of 
years old should be deleted. 

The subject of a report should be notified when detri-· 
mental information about him is released. 

CONCLUSION 

The standard and procedural reforms suggested here are 
intended to limit the discretion exercised by professionals-
judges, lawyers, physicians, social workers, psychologists, nurses, 
policemen, probation officers, etc.--who intervene in cases of 
familial dysfunction. The reforms are suggested primarily in 
response to a lack of proved methods of therapy, a lack of con
sensus about values and the ability to predict and/or provide those 
things that will help children become happy and healthy adults. 
They are also suggested because I believe that. the eagerness we 
all feel to find effective ways to address the problems of dys
functional families is not reason enough--given the limited state 
of our knowledge about human behavior and its infinite complex
ities--to sanction curtailment of human liberty and the fllildamental 
interest family members have in maintaining a coherent family unit 
free from state interference except in the most serious cases. 
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